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THEY LEFT SEARCHING FOR ANSWERS FROM THE COSMOS AND FOUND AN EVIL AS OLD

AS TIMELucien, Garek, Addy, and Brak are all thatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s left of the InquisitorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s crew.

Eight years ago they left the Etherian Empire aboard the Astralis with three hundred million

scientists to learn the true nature of the universe, but now Astralis is surrounded by a hostile race of

alien slavers, called the Faros, while the InquisitorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s crew has been forced to abandon ship

and flee to parts unknown.Lucien and his crew are trying to find a way to rescue their people, but

they donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t have a ship, and they donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t even know where to look, let alone how to

fight back against a seemingly innumerable and invincible foe.Meanwhile, Abaddon, the leader of

the Faros invaded Astralis for a reason. He has a plan, and itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s time to execute

itÃ¢â‚¬â€•along with everyone who stands in his way.
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You need to pay attention when reading this series. There is a lot going on, and much of it happens

quickly. I've read the entire series from Jasper, and think this is his best writing yet. He is getting

better, his plot lines are a bit more complex than before, and he is doing much better at closing

them. This is only book 2, so there are predictably many still many open issues and questions. But I

am confident that Jasper will fill them in as the series continues.Read and enjoy.

Great story. Really like the use of technology - intricate and brings many possibilities of how this

tech would bring a more complicated and complex way to live. Interesting social, emotional, and

thought provoking use of clones and resurrection from stored memories upon death. Plenty of

excitement, betrayal on multiple levels, and full on action to satisfy anyone. Looking forward to

sequel and how they get out of the trap they are in.

I've read a lot of space opera series/books, and I really love Scott's Dark Space Universe series. My

best summary of why is that it's like reading a space-based sci-fi chess game due to really intricate

plots, with the necessary addition that the majority of the main characters are so well written that

you are really pulling for them! Book 2 doesn't disappoint, & I can't wait for its sequel. Needless to

say, it was a page-turner. Highly recommended, especially if you love the genre, like I do.

Just finished and was surprised at how you can become engrossed in following the story line as it

happens in more than one location at a time. I was intrigued by the thought behind two persons at

the same place and time but not sure what either would do next.

Excellent book. The plot(s) are consistent - the editors have done a good job. The Dark Space

Universe is consistent, and the plot lines are well defined and evolve without breaking the rules of

the "universe" which was defined in the first book.While the first book in the series was a bit slow in

starting, it laid the groundwork, and this book (number 2 in the series) has a much faster pace.The

book is well written, with believable characters.I am looking forward to book 3 in this series.

Exciting addition ,loaded mightiest and turns to build your interest ! If you read book one ,This is a

must read as the excitement has built to a much higher level as the challenges have increased

tremendously. Don't miss this book

I had trouble at first figuring out that there were two intertwined storylines happening in different



places. But it's a good continuation of the story of the battle against the amoral & psychotic Faros.

Well written with plenty of surprising plot twists. Multidimensional characters with believable

personalities. Can't wait to see what develops next!
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